White Matter Development in Adolescence: A DTI Study
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Adolescence is a unique period of physical and cognitive development that includes concurrent pubertal changes and sex-based vulnerabilities. While diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies show white matter maturation throughout the lifespan, the state of white matter integrity specific to adolescence is not well understood as are the contributions of puberty and sex. We performed whole-brain DTI studies of 114 children, adolescents, and adults to identify age-related changes in white matter integrity that characterize adolescence. A distinct set of regions across the brain were found to have decreasing radial diffusivity across age groups. Region of interest analyses revealed that maturation was attained by adolescence in broadly distributed association and projection fibers, including those supporting cortical and brain stem integration that may underlie known enhancements in reaction time during this period. Maturation after adolescence included association and projection tracts, including prefrontal–striatal connections, known to support top-down executive control of behavior and interhemispheric connectivity. Maturation proceeded in parallel with pubertal changes to the postpubertal stage, suggesting hormonal influences on white matter development. Females showed earlier maturation of white matter integrity compared with males. Together, these findings suggest that white matter connectivity supporting executive control of behavior is still immature in adolescence.
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Introduction

Adolescence is a unique period of development characterized by immature brain processes and limitations in decision making. While the gross morphology of the brain is in place by this time as are core cognitive abilities, there are significant refinements to brain processes (Yakovlev and Lecours 1967; Huttenlocher 1990) that continue into adulthood as cognitive control continues to improve (Demetriou et al. 2002; Luna et al. 2004; Luciana et al. 2005). This period in development is recognized for brain-based vulnerabilities that affect behavior, including the emergence of psychopathology (Everling and Fischer 1998; Chau et al. 2004; Sweeney et al. 2004; Paus et al. 2008) and increases in overall mortality rate due to risk-taking behavior (Spear 2000). Adolescence is also characterized by important pubertal changes that can influence behavior and brain processing. Puberty is a period of development intrinsically related to the timing and exposure to gonadal hormones on the brain (McEwen 2001) and through these mechanisms exerts unique effects on brain and behavior processes during adolescence (Spear 2000; Sisk and Zehr 2005). Finally, during this period there are important sex-based differences that emerge, including the increased incidence of mood disorders in females (Giacomia et al. 1994; Nolen-Hoeksema and Girgus 1994), higher mortality in males due to risk-taking behavior and conduct disorders (Arnett 1992; Zahn-Waxler et al. 2008), and sex-based disparities in visuospatial versus verbal abilities (Delgado and Prieto 1996; Collins and Kimura 1997). Understanding structural brain changes that are unique to adolescence can better inform us regarding the inherent vulnerabilities of this period of development.

Developmental vulnerabilities in adolescence occur in the context of immature ability to voluntarily control our behavior in a planned fashion compared with adults. Overall improvements in cognitive control and reaction time show a nonlinear developmental trajectory with a sharp increase in performance from childhood to adolescence supporting increased speed of information processing that may be supported by enhanced white matter connectivity. This pattern changes from adolescence to adulthood as developmental progressions are less steep, and performance then attains a relative plateau (Kail 1993; Luna et al. 2004). Functional neuroimaging studies of voluntary control also demonstrate that differences during childhood may be qualitatively different from those that occur during adolescence. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies show differential recruitment of prefrontal regions in childhood, adolescence, and adulthood during tasks requiring cognitive control (Luna et al. 2000; Luna et al. 2001; Tamm et al. 2002; Crane et al. 2006; Velanova et al. 2008; Geier et al. 2009). Functional connectivity analyses, which may be independent from structural connectivity, also show distinct patterns in childhood and adolescence indicating protracted integration of long range connectivity supporting cognitive control (Fair et al. 2007, 2009). Whether the supporting white matter circuitry also demonstrates stage-like developmental patterns has not yet been well understood.

Myelination, which speeds neuronal transmission by the elaboration of a concentric phospholipid layer of insulation around axons by oligodendrocytes, continues to occur through adolescence (Yakovlev and Lecours 1967; Blumenthal et al. 1989). Histologically based findings are supported by structural MRI studies (Pfefferbaum et al. 1994; Giedd, Blumenthal, Jeffries, Castellanos, et al. 1999; Sowell et al. 2003), which also show decreases in cortical gray matter in the context of white matter development (Giedd, Blumenthal, Jeffries, Castellanos, et al. 1999; Sowell et al. 2001; Gogtay et al. 2004; Giorgio et al. 2009). The concurrent changes in gray and white matter may not represent a simple reciprocal relationship and may be influenced by other neurobiological processes and tissue properties related to MRI (Paus et al. 2008; Tammes et al. 2009). While histological studies of myelination emphasize a posterior to anterior gradient (Yakovlev and Lecours 1967), these findings have been extended to include prolonged development in other regions such as the hippocampus (Benes et al. 1994) and temporal regions (Giedd, Blumenthal, Jeffries,
Castellanos, et al. 1999; Paus et al. 1999). Taken together, these findings support an ongoing refinement of white matter integrity consisting of greater functional connectivity that may contribute to the establishment of widely distributed brain function believed to underlie complex voluntary control of behavior (Goldman-Rakic 1988; Luna 2009).

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) offers the ability to indirectly study the microstructural components of white matter, including myelination and axonal organization, in a quantitative manner that complements existing structural MRI studies of white matter volume. By visualizing water diffusion, the microstructural components of white matter can be represented through the diffusion of water that is directionally predisposed along the parallel axis of the axons making it anisotropic. The obtained diffusion-weighted images are used to generate a diffusion tensor matrix with 3 voxel-specific scalar values (eigenvalues $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$, and $\lambda_3$), which can be used to calculate mean overall diffusion in the parallel or perpendicular directions with respect to axonal fibers.

Different DTI analyses approaches have consistently found protracted development of white matter integrity. Region of interest analyses, where brain areas are considered in a predetermined manner, allows for hypothesis-driven studies but is limited in the ability to assess whole-brain changes. Region of interest (ROI) studies confirm that commissural and projection fibers in the internal capsule (IC), basal ganglia, and thalamus show maturation from infancy and childhood (Mukherjee et al. 2001; Schneider et al. 2004) that continue to progress through adolescence (Bonekamp et al. 2007; Schneiderman et al. 2007). Tractography analyses consider changes to the extent of a whole tract but are not sensitive to detecting regions within a tract that may have a different maturation time line. Similar to ROI driven analyses, tractography studies also confirm maturation of white matter integrity in the IC, corpus callosum (CC), corticospinal tract (CST), and the uncinate fasciculus (UF) that continue through childhood and adolescence (Eluvathingal et al. 2007; Giorgio et al. 2008; Lebel et al. 2008). Voxel-wise analyses characterize maturational changes at the voxel level and allow precise identification of white matter regions, which may inform already known maturation of adjacent gray matter regions. These studies also support continued maturation of association and projection tracts through adolescence (Schmithorst et al. 2002; Barnea-Goraly et al. 2004; Ashari et al. 2007; Giorgio et al. 2008).

While these studies do not focus on the specific aspects of white matter integrity that may characterize adolescence, they provide suggestive evidence that this stage of development may have a unique status of white matter maturity. These studies agree that the relationship between white matter integrity and age is nonlinear (Mukherjee et al. 2001; Hermoye et al. 2006; Lebel et al. 2008) with a steep increase in fractional anisotropy (FA) from childhood to adolescence and a less steep progression from adolescence to adulthood (Lebel et al. 2008), suggesting that there may be unique qualitative changes associated with different stages of development. Moreover, varying maturational schedules for different brain regions (Tamnes et al. 2009) also support the hypotheses that adolescence may involve a unique state of white matter maturation that contributes to the unique aspects of behavior and vulnerabilities characteristic of this stage of development. For example, age-related changes in radial diffusivity (RD) values are associated with developmental improvements in cognitive control (Liston et al. 2006), and maturation of fronto-parietal networks is related to increased working memory capacity (Nagy et al. 2004). Taken together, these studies suggest that there are continued immaturities in adolescence in white matter maturation. However, precisely what is immature and what matures during adolescence remains unclear underlining our ability to understand this period of development.

The main aim of this study was to identify age-related changes in white matter that are distinct in childhood from those that characterize adolescence. Given the protracted development of executive function (Luna 2009) and initial DTI findings, we hypothesized that tracts that support complex behavior, including association tracts, and projection fibers supporting integration of frontal regions with the rest of the brain would demonstrate prolonged development through adolescence.

Adolescence is not strictly defined by age and varies in great part due to the influence of puberty and sex-based differences (Spear 2000; Dahl 2004). Puberty involves the programmed release of gonadal hormones that are known to have effects on brain mechanisms (McEwen 2001; Sisk and Foster 2004). While the effects of puberty have begun to be explored (Peper et al. 2008; Perrin et al. 2008), the contribution of pubertal status with regards to white matter is relatively underexplored in typical developing populations using DTI. Pubertal status, while inevitably linked to age, may have independent contributions to white matter maturation that may help illustrate brain development transitions during adolescence. The second aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between pubertal status and white matter integrity that may differ from associations with age. Given hormonal influences on brain development, we hypothesized that the association between white matter maturation and puberty would be distinct from that of age more closely tied to pubertal transitions.

Finally, the relationship of brain maturation and sex has been well established with MRI studies of brain dimorphism that have shown greater brain total white matter volumes in males compared with females (Filipek et al. 1994; De Bellis et al. 2001; Lenroot et al. 2007). Developmental MRI studies have documented both steeper slopes of white matter growth curves in males compared with females and males having an overall more protracted period of development, suggesting brain dimorphism not only in overall growth but also in growth trajectories (De Bellis et al. 2001; Lenroot et al. 2007). The third aim of this study was to assess sex-based differences in the maturation of white matter integrity. Based on volumetric white matter MRI studies, we predicted that males would demonstrate a more protracted course of white matter maturation.

Materials and Methods

Participants

The group consisted of 114 typically developing individuals between ages 8 and 28 years ($M = 15.5$, $SD = 4.49$) with no self-reported history of neurological or psychiatric disorders in themselves or their first-degree relatives. To assess different stages of development, we defined three age groups: 36 children (8-12 years of age), 45 adolescents (13-17 years of age), and 33 adults (18-28 years of age). These age ranges were based on our earlier findings of significant stage-like shifts in the development of cognitive control (Luna et al. 2004), and a broad age range allowed us to investigate developmental processes occurring during the transitions from childhood to adolescence and into adulthood. IQ was obtained using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
were applied in 6 noncollinear directions averaged over 14 repetitions providing full brain coverage. As in other developmental DTI studies for 6 gradient directions, or MDDW6, was rotated to account for the image acquisition across subjects, the axial plane was aligned with the contiguous axial slices with an in-plane resolution of 1.5625 mm. A whole-brain spin-echo echo-planar imaging sequence was used to obtain DTI images, with a scanning protocol of 29 4 mm-thick contiguous axial slices with an in-plane resolution of 1.5625 × 1.5625 mm providing full brain coverage. As in other developmental DTI studies (Schmithorst et al. 2002; Barnea-Goraly et al. 2005), diffusion gradients were applied in 6 noncollinear directions averaged over 14 repetitions with b = 800 s/mm\(^2\) increasing the signal-to-noise ratio allowing our clusters to reach a corrected P value of 0.001. To ensure consistency of image acquisition across subjects, the axial plane was aligned with the anterior and posterior commissures. The Siemens' stock gradient table for 6 gradient directions, or MDDW6, was rotated to account for the angle difference between the AC-PC line and the z-axis of the scanner. To optimize coregistration and diffusion tensor calculation, we removed the skull and scalp from the b0 image and this was accounted for as a mask to remove these components from the diffusion-weighted images.

MRI DTI Analyses

The FMRIB Software Library (FSL; University of Oxford) linear image registration tool ("Birt") was used for preprocessing, including eddy correction for the diffusion-weighted images, correction for spatial distortions, including head motion, and for transformation of each diffusion-encoded image accordingly. We used the eddy-corrected images to calculate the diffusion tensor components using "MedINRIA" (Asclepios Research Project; INRIA Sophia Antipolis, Cedex, France), which creates an initial estimate of DTI parameters using the method described by Basser and Pierpaoli (1998). MedINRIA was used to calculate 3 eigenvalues (\(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \text{and } \lambda_3\)) and FA. We used the \(\lambda_2\) and \(\lambda_3\) images to calculate RD by averaging the \(\lambda_2\) and \(\lambda_3\) images while both RD and FA values were analyzed for this study, RD results are presented. Given that animal studies have shown RD to be better representative of histologic changes in demyelination (Song 2005) and dysmyelination (Song 2002; Nair 2005; Harsan et al. 2006) models. The correlation of RD related to histology in human studies has been less exclusive to myelination (Pierpaoli et al. 2001; Cader et al. 2007). However, it is interesting to note that given the lack of differences that we found between these measures in showing developmental differences utilizing voxel-based measurements undermines the specificity of RD with respect to white matter development.

We used Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) (Smith et al. 2006), an FSL software suite, to do the group analysis. Parameters for registration, skeletonizing, and group map averaging were first obtained with the FA data since TBSS is designed primarily for use with FA values. The registration parameters calculated using the FA images were then applied to the RD images. All FA maps were nonlinearly registered to an FA template brain in Montreal Neurological Institute (MINI) space using FSL. After transformation into MINI space, the individual FA images were averaged to create a group-wise mean FA image. A skeletonization procedure was utilized to derive a group-wise skeleton of the white matter tracts. Each subject's FA image was skeletonized; the individual skeletons were then projected onto the group-wise skeleton as a second localized coregistration. The RD images were then transformed using the same registration parameters as the FA data and projected in the same way onto the derived group white matter skeleton. Voxel-wise statistical analyses were then performed on only the skeletonized images, thus making analyses less vulnerable to partial volume effects. The MINI 152 structural brain was used as an underlay to visualize DTI data.

To determine a main effect of age on RD, we obtained a t statistic for each voxel using permutation methods in "randomize" in FSL. The program randomize also performed cluster-based thresholding to obtain a P value for each cluster, corrected for multiple comparisons which allowed us to identify regions showing age-related changes considering age as a continuous variable. Significant RD clusters (\(P < 0.001\), corrected) were identified and defined anatomically using the probabilistic John Hopkins University White Matter Atlas (Hua et al. 2008) provided by "fslview" as well as other neuroanatomic references (Catani et al. 2003; Mori et al. 2005; Schmahmann and Pandya 2006). The reported MNI coordinates reflect the cluster's center of gravity (Giorgio et al. 2008), which provided the most accurate depiction of the localization and identification of the tract contained within the cluster when directly compared with the voxel coordinate of maximum intensity (Barnea-Goraly et al. 2005) or the arithmetic mean of the two. The identified clusters were used for all subsequent ROI-based analyses and group comparisons.

From the randomize procedure, we analyzed the obtained 19 RD clusters by performing a repeated measures analysis to determine the interactions between region of interest (within-subjects variable) and age group, sex, and pubertal status (between-subjects variable). Based on these results, we conducted a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with planned post hoc corrected comparisons to determine points of developmental transition for each derived cluster by age group (child, adolescent, and adult). Specifically, between-group comparisons were performed on mean RD values on a ROI clusters between children and adolescent groups and between adolescent and adult groups in order to identify differences between these subgroups. Significant differences in the mean RD of a given cluster between children and adolescents but not between adolescents and adults were interpreted as maturation being attained by adolescence, whereas significant differences in the mean RD of a given cluster between adolescents and adults was interpreted as persistent immaturity during adolescence showing protracted maturation.

To characterize sex-based differences in white matter integrity, we identified regions of interest that demonstrated a sex by age interaction. We then did a ROI analyses on males and females separately to determine developmental effects. By using the skeletonization procedure, the need to correct for sex-based differences for in-tracerial volume was eliminated.

Similarly to investigate the effect of pubertal development, given an ROI by sex by puberty interaction, we then did a region of interest analyses where we ran planned corrected comparisons using a 1-way ANOVA between puberty groupings (pre/early pubertal, midpubertal, and adult maturation/postpubertal) for males and females separately to determine developmental patterns of each of the derived RD clusters based on puberty stage. All these analyses were also conducted by correcting for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni corrections.

Intelligence. Full-scale IQ for the entire cohort was 109.66 (SD 10.27) and the mean IQs for all 3 age groups were all over 100.

Pubertal staging was obtained using the Tanner Maturation Scale (TMS) (Marshall and Tanner 1969, 1970) self-report questionnaire, which provides a subjective assessment of pubertal stage and has been shown to demonstrate high agreement ratings with physician assessments (Duke et al. 1980; Morris and Udry 1985). The TMS is a clinical tool used to evaluate the phenotypic pubertal changes in pubic hair, breast and genital development. Subjects were given pictures representing Tanner stages of the development of secondary sex characteristics in a private office setting. Females were shown sets of drawings depicting 5 stages of breast and pubic hair development, while males were shown drawings of 5 stages of genital and pubic hair development. Subjects were then instructed to choose the level that most closely reflected their stage of physiologic development and to then place their responses in a sealed envelope to ensure privacy. Composite scores reflecting breast development and pubic hair development (females) and genital and pubic hair development (males) were calculated. Pubertal stages were grouped by Tanner staging scores reflecting the following: pre/early pubertal (maturational scores 1, 2) (N = 28, 13 females), midpubertal (maturational scores 3, 4) (N = 49, 28 females), and adult maturational/postpubertal (maturational score 5) (N = 35, 22 females). There were no differences in the distribution of pubertal groupings between males and females. All experimental procedures complied with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (1996 Declaration of Helsinki) and were approved by the Institutional Review Board of University of Pittsburgh.

MRI Scanning Protocol

Images were acquired on a 3T MR Siemens MAGNETOM Allegra scanner (Erlangen, Germany) with a standard circularity-polarized head coil. Head movement was minimized by having subjects spend time in a simulator scan with head movement auditory feedback, and pillows were used to stabilize the head in the head coil during scanning. A whole-brain spin-echo echo-planar imaging sequence was used to obtain DTI images, with a scanning protocol of 29 4 mm-thick contiguous axial slices with an in-plane resolution of 1.5625 × 1.5625 mm providing full brain coverage. As in other developmental DTI studies (Schmithorst et al. 2002; Barnea-Goraly et al. 2005), diffusion gradients were applied in 6 noncollinear directions averaged over 14 repetitions with b = 800 s/mm\(^2\) increasing the signal-to-noise ratio allowing our clusters to reach a corrected P value of 0.001. To ensure consistency of image acquisition across subjects, the axial plane was aligned with the anterior and posterior commissures. The Siemens' stock gradient table for 6 gradient directions, or MDDW6, was rotated to account for the angle difference between the AC-PC line and the z-axis of the scanner. To optimize coregistration and diffusion tensor calculation, we removed the skull and scalp from the b0 image and this was accounted for as a mask to remove these components from the diffusion-weighted images.

The identified clusters were used for all subsequent ROI-based analyses and group comparisons.

From the randomize procedure, we analyzed the obtained 19 RD clusters by performing a repeated measures analysis to determine the interactions between region of interest (within-subjects variable) and age group, sex, and pubertal status (between-subjects variable). Based on these results, we conducted a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with planned post hoc corrected comparisons to determine points of developmental transition for each derived cluster by age group (child, adolescent, and adult). Specifically, between-group comparisons were performed on mean RD values on a ROI clusters between children and adolescent groups and between adolescent and adult groups in order to identify differences between these subgroups. Significant differences in the mean RD of a given cluster between children and adolescents but not between adolescents and adults were interpreted as maturation being attained by adolescence, whereas significant differences in the mean RD of a given cluster between adolescents and adults was interpreted as persistent immaturity during adolescence showing protracted maturation.

To characterize sex-based differences in white matter integrity, we identified regions of interest that demonstrated a sex by age interaction. We then did a ROI analyses on males and females separately to determine developmental effects. By using the skeletonization procedure, the need to correct for sex-based differences for intracranial volume was eliminated.

Similarly to investigate the effect of pubertal development, given an ROI by sex by puberty interaction, we then did a region of interest analyses where we ran planned corrected comparisons using a 1-way ANOVA between puberty groupings (pre/early pubertal, midpubertal, and adult maturation/postpubertal) for males and females separately to determine developmental patterns of each of the derived RD clusters based on puberty stage. All these analyses were also conducted by correcting for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni corrections.
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Results

Voxel-wise Regions Of Interest

Effects of Age as a Continuous Variable
Using a cluster-based corrected P value <0.001 (t = 4), we identified 19 separate clusters that showed significant association with age as a continuous variable (see Figs 1 and 2 and Table 1). We identified 7 unique regions or tracts in the frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes, in the striatal region, CC, and the brain stem demonstrating significant effects of age using RD. These clusters were located in 1) association tracts: inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus/inferior longitudinal fasciculus (IFOF/ILF), the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), and UF; 2) projection tracts: the CST, IC and contiguous corona radiata, and anterior thalamic radiations (ATRs); and 3) interhemispheric tract: CC. The cluster relating to the lateral occipital region was identified in a region where both the IFOF and the ILF are located and were thus considered as a single region of interest.

Effect of Age Group and Developmental Transitions
ROIs determined by the clusters that showed a main effect of age as a continuous variable were used to investigate effects of developmental stage, puberty, and sex. All significant effects were corrected for multiple comparisons unless noted. We found main effects for age group (F_{2,98} = 3.19, P < 0.05) and pubertal status (F_{2,98} = 3.10, P < 0.05) but no age group by pubertal status interaction. A sex by puberty group interaction was found that approached significance (F_{2,98} = 3.00, P = 0.054). While there was no significant interaction of ROI and age group, there was a significant interaction between ROI, age group, sex, and puberty group (F_{10,98} = 1.90, P < 0.05, corrected) indicating that these regions varied based on stages of both age-based and puberty development by sex. Based on the significance of these interactions and the already known effect of chronological age on DTI measures, we performed corrected separate group comparisons based on age group, puberty, and sex for each of the 19 RD clusters.

For the age group comparisons, these analyses revealed 4 different tracts showing significant maturation by adolescence, including the occipital portion of the IFOF/ILF, frontal and parietal portions of the SLF, upper brain stem regions of the CST, and frontal portions of the corona radiata (see Table 1 and Fig. 1). There were 6 tracts showing continued immaturity during adolescence, including the frontal and temporal portions of the UF, a frontal portion of the SLF, frontal portions of the ATRs, the genu of the IC, a frontal-parietal portion of the corona radiata, and the posterior portion of the CC (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).

Planned and corrected between-group comparisons of mean RD of the original 19 clusters between pre/early pubertal, midpubertal, and adult maturational/postpubertal groups indicated that all but one cluster continued to show immaturity during the midpubertal stage. The single cluster that showed maturity during the midpubertal stage was the occipital portion of the left IFOF/ILF (F_{2,111} = 10.27, P < 0.01).

Between-subject comparisons demonstrated a significant age group × sex interaction in the left IC (F_{2,106} = 7.23, P < 0.01) and the right ATR (F_{2,106} = 3.28, P < 0.05). There were 2 other clusters that approached significance, which included the right genu of the IC (F_{2,106} = 2.62, P = 0.08) and the frontal portion of the corona radiata (F_{2,106} = 2.87, P = 0.06). In addition, we also performed planned comparisons in all ROIs given our interest in characterizing how development occurred in males and females across development. Results of planned and corrected between-group comparisons of mean RD of the original 19 clusters between groups of male and female children, adolescents, and adults showed an earlier maturational pattern in females compared with males (see Supplementary Table 1 and Fig. 3). All clusters in the female group showed maturation attained by adolescence except for one cluster located in the right frontal portion of the SLF that showed ongoing maturation into young adulthood. In the male group, one cluster was mature in adolescence that was located in the right parietal portion of the SLF. The clusters in the left and right IFOF/ILF and one cluster in the superior parietal region in the SLF did not show any age effects between age groups in the males. The rest of the clusters showed ongoing maturation into young adulthood.

Discussion
Characterizing white matter microstructure through stages of development leading to adulthood can inform our understanding of the mechanisms that rely on complex brain connectivity such as cognitive control during adolescence and to gain insight into the neural basis of development and vulnerabilities that emerge during this period. We used DTI in a large community-based sample as an indirect measure of myelination to identify patterns of white matter development that characterized childhood and adolescence, as well as the contributions of puberty and sex.

In agreement with other studies, we found evidence for continuing maturation of white matter throughout distributed brain regions from childhood into adulthood (Mukherjee et al. 2001; Barnea-Goraly et al. 2005; Hermoye et al. 2006; Lebel et al. 2008). Using these results to define regions of interest we found different schedules of development corresponding to childhood and adolescence.
Stages of Development: Regions of Maturation Attained By Adolescence

We found that the CST in the brain stem region and in frontal portions of the corona radiata, which contain fibers connecting cortical and brain stem regions, matured by adolescence. We also found maturation by adolescence in the several key long association tracts, including the IFOF/ILF and the SLF, indicating relatively earlier establishment of a broadly distributed cortical network. The findings of the IFOF and SLF are similar to the results of Lebel et al. (2008) who found that these 2 tracts attain 90% of their maximum FA value between 13 and 20 years of age using a tractography-based approach. Similarly, another tractography-based study (Eluvathingal et al. 2007) found similar progression of RD in both the CST and the ILF and IFOF with age. Maturation in the SLF may relate to longitudinal structural MRI studies demonstrating gray matter volume changes in the posterior portion of the brain.

Figure 2. Clusters showing significant effects of age maturing after adolescence are depicted on the MNI brain and on representative tracts to illustrate its approximate location. MNI coordinates for each ROI are detailed on Table 1. The clusters are depicted by yellow circles (dotted circles for closely neighboring ROIs). (A) UF, (B) SLF, (C) Post CC = posterior corpus callosum, (D) ATR, and (E) corona radiata and IC.

Table 1
Age-related changes in RD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental pattern</th>
<th>Tract type</th>
<th>Tract name</th>
<th>Associated gray matter connecting regions</th>
<th>Cluster location</th>
<th>MNI coordinates (x, y, z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maturation by Adolescence</td>
<td>Association</td>
<td>IFOF/ILF left (right)</td>
<td>Fronto-occipital/temporal-occipital</td>
<td>Lateral occipital</td>
<td>−35, −73, 26 (27, −69, 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLF left frontal (2 clusters) and parietal portion right (2 clusters)</td>
<td>Fronto-temporal</td>
<td>Medial inferior frontal gyrus/precentral gyrus</td>
<td>−37, −6, 28 (−51, 2, 25);</td>
<td>24, −32, 29 (38, −33, 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(lateral inferior frontal gyrus/precentral gyrus);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>medial (lateral) superior parietal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection</td>
<td>CST</td>
<td>Fronto-subcortical</td>
<td>Upper brain stem</td>
<td>−18, −21, −6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still Immature in Adolescence</td>
<td>Association</td>
<td>SLF</td>
<td>Fronto-temporal</td>
<td>Inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>47, 10, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fronto-temporal</td>
<td>Inferior/middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>20, 24, −12 (14, 29, −13);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(superior/middle frontal gyrus)</td>
<td>−44, −14, −19 (45, −20, −12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection</td>
<td>ATR right (2 clusters)</td>
<td>Fronto-subcortical</td>
<td>Inferior/middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>28, 17, 26 (20, 46, 13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Fronto-subcortical</td>
<td>Central sulcus</td>
<td>−15, 5, 5 (13, 0, 0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC left (right)</td>
<td>Fronto-subcortical</td>
<td>Central sulcus</td>
<td>−34, −31, 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Parietal-subcortical</td>
<td>Central sulcus</td>
<td>−16, −13, 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interhemispheric</td>
<td>CC, posterior</td>
<td>Fronto-parietal</td>
<td>Central sulcus</td>
<td>−16, −13, 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RD clusters, tract localization, and maturation patterns (effect with age as a continuous variable, t = 4, P < 0.001, corrected). SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus; UF = uncinate fasciculus; CST = corticospinal tract; CR = corona radiata; IC = internal capsule; ATR = anterior thalamic radiations; CC = corpus callosum.

Figure 3. Graph demonstrating age × sex effects. Filled shapes depict the mean RD of the regions that showed RD values that were mature by adolescence. There were 4 regions that were mature in the male group and 18 regions in the female group by adolescence. The open shapes depict the mean RD of the regions that continued to show immature mean RD values in adolescence compared with adults. The one mature region showing late maturity in the females was the SLF. Specific mean RD values for each region are listed on Supplementary Table 1.

Stages of Development: Regions of Maturation Attained By Adolescence

We found that the CST in the brain stem region and in frontal portions of the corona radiata, which contain fibers connecting cortical and brain stem regions, matured by adolescence. We also found maturation by adolescence in the several key long association tracts, including the IFOF/ILF and the SLF, indicating relatively earlier establishment of a broadly distributed cortical network. The findings of the IFOF and SLF are similar to the results of Lebel et al. (2008) who found that these 2 tracts attain 90% of their maximum FA value between 13 and 20 years of age using a tractography-based approach. Similarly, another tractography-based study (Eluvathingal et al. 2007) found similar progression of RD in both the CST and the ILF and IFOF with age. Maturation in the SLF may relate to longitudinal structural MRI studies demonstrating gray matter volume changes in the posterior portion of the brain.
superior temporal gyrus region (Paus et al. 1999; Gogtay et al. 2004). This widespread development of white matter connectivity may support increases in the speed of information processing that underlie the known improvements in reaction time in cognitive control tasks that have been shown to reach adult levels by adolescence (Hale 1990; Luna et al. 2004).

The areas that continued to mature through adolescence were more localized in association and projection fibers related to frontal pathways. Regions within association tracts included the UF (frontal and temporal portions) and in a right frontal portion of the SLF. The primary projection fiber regions supporting frontal connections included the genu of the IC, a frontal portion of the corona radiata, and the frontal projection fibers of the ATR. The genu of the IC carries fibers from the prefrontal cortex as well as the more caudal orbital prefrontal regions while the ATR connects the dorsomedial and anterior thalamic nuclei with the prefrontal cortex (Schmahmann and Pandya 2006). Both these projection tracts thus carry important connections between the prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortices to subcortical regions. Similarly, the protracted maturation of the uncinate (Lebel et al. 2008) and inferior temporal regions (Schneiderman et al. 2007) in our studies and others may have functional contributions to the orbitofrontal cortex, a key region in reward processing (O’Doherty et al. 2001), which may bear significant implications in terms of development and reward modulation of cognitive control (Geier and Luna 2009).

Finally, late developments in commissural connections in the posterior portion of the CC concur with MRI morphometric (Giedd, Rumsey, et al. 1996) and histological studies showing ongoing maturation, including high-fiber diameter density in the posterior callosal regions (Aboitiz et al. 1992). This portion of the CC is thought to carry interhemispheric connections for the superior temporal cortices and may thus facilitate refinements in higher language skills and other associative functions (Giedd, Blumenthal, Jeffries, Rajapakse, et al. 1999).

In summary, age group comparisons showed adolescence as being characterized by earlier maturation in tracts pertaining to intrahemispheric connections (i.e. IFOF and SLF) and projection fibers, including the CST and the corona radiata. The establishment of longer range connections in particular may contribute to the establishment of a whole brain network that matures with age into adulthood. Development through adolescence included projection fibers connecting striatum and thalamus to the prefrontal regions, other association fiber tracts, such as the UF, and more posterior mid portions of the CC. The finding of protracted development in projection fibers between the prefrontal cortex and subcortical regions (IC) may underlie improvements in top-down modulation of behavior that support complex behavior such as cognitive control that continues to improve through adolescence (Zald and Iacono 1998; Anderson et al. 2001; Demetriou et al. 2002; Luna et al. 2004, 2009) and structural MRI developmental studies documenting late maturation of these white matter tracts (Paus et al. 1999). Developmentally based increases in the integrity of frontostriatal tracts have been found to be associated with age-related increases in performance in a response inhibition task providing support for effects of enhanced white matter connectivity on cognitive control (Liston et al. 2006).

**Developmental Differences Based on Pubertal Development**

Although puberty and chronological age are tightly coupled, puberty is a complex biological process that includes physical and sexual growth and maturation, which may have independent effects from age. By Tanner staging, the cohort was divided into pre/early pubertal, midpubertal, and adult maturation/postpubertal subgroups to determine developmental pattern. Unlike results based on chronological age, which showed significant development during childhood, all the tracts except one cluster (localized in the left IFOF) demonstrated continued immaturities in midpuberty and only became adultlike by the postpubertal stage. This finding suggests that pubertal changes may be more tightly coupled to white matter maturation than had been previously considered. Specifically, it suggests that once adult maturational levels are attained, detected white matter changes decrease. These possible influences of pubertal processes on white matter maturation may contribute to the well-characterized vulnerabilities during adolescence and early adult years to psychiatric disorders.

**Sex Differences in White Matter Maturation**

Our sex comparisons suggest that by adolescence, females have developed earlier than males in the majority of the identified tracts. Males had a more protracted course with the majority of tracts continuing to develop into adulthood. Exceptions were the right SLF, in the parietal region, and the occipital portions of the IFOFs, which did not show any age effects for males indicating early maturity. Our results complement other studies showing that females generally complete maturation earlier in association regions, including the right occipito-parietal white matter and right arcuate fasciculus reflected in mean diffusivity values (Schmithorst et al. 2008), with overall lower RD measurements in some association areas such as the ILF and IFOF (Eluvathingal et al. 2007).

The earlier white matter maturation in females compared with males was surprising, however, given morphometric MRI studies indicating more protracted but steeper slopes depicting total white matter volume in males during adolescence across the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes (Lenroot et al. 2007). However, the trend for females to undergo earlier white matter maturation has been suggested to be related to microstructural processes rather than increases in total white matter volume (De Bellis et al. 2001). Sex-based schedules of development may underlie the bias for females being more vulnerable to disorders such as depression and anorexia (Ge et al. 2001; Stice et al. 2001) in adolescence and higher occurrence of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and autism in males. Given known differences in brain development in hormone-based and/or sex chromosomal disorders (Giedd et al. 2006), future studies in typical developing populations of pubertal timing by sex may further elucidate the contribution of sex and puberty to white matter development.

**Significance of Association and Projection Tracts: Refinement of a Network Supporting Cognitive Control**

A number of structural brain MRI studies have demonstrated a dynamic reciprocal relationship between gray and white matter volumes in childhood and into young adulthood. Regions showing protracted changes in gray matter thinning include the prefrontal region, the superior temporal gyrus, and...
posterior parietal regions (Paus et al. 1999; Giedd, Blumenfeld, Jeffries, Castellanos, et al. 1999; Sowell et al. 2001; Gogtay et al. 2004; Toga et al. 2006) as well as key connecting regions such as the basal ganglia (Sowell et al. 1999). Gray matter changes occur in the context of white matter volumetric growth in the IC, the left arcuate fasciculus, and specific regions of the CC such as the posterior portion (Pujol et al. 1993; Giedd, Snell, et al. 1996; Paus et al. 1999; Lebel et al. 2008). Structural changes in gray and white matter concur with a large number of developmental studies that detail great strides in cognitive control (Levin et al. 1991; Dempster et al. 1993; Kail 1993; Case 1996; Fry and Hale 1996; Luciana and Nelson 1998; Demetriou et al. 2002; Luna et al. 2004; Asato et al. 2006). The ability to carry out voluntary and goal-directed activities while suppressing task inappropriate or irrelevant information is essential for mature control of behavior. However, mature performance is accompanied by differences in brain function underlying performance at younger ages (Thomas et al. 1999; Rubia et al. 2000, 2005, 2007; Luna et al. 2001; Bunge et al. 2002). The discrepancy between apparent mature skills and immature brain function may be accounted for in part by ongoing maturation of white matter and in particular tracts that involve the frontal lobe. It has traditionally been proposed that the exclusive late emergence of frontal systems supports behavioral improvements during this period of development (Hудspeth and Pribram 1990; Stuss 1992; Diamond and Taylor 1996; Luciana and Nelson 1998). Frontostriatal connectivity supports core cognitive skills such as response inhibition and spatial working memory, which is also known to have late development through adolescence (Zald and Iacono 1998; Demetriou et al. 2002; Chambers et al. 2003; Bjork et al. 2004; Luna et al. 2004; Ernst et al. 2006; Scherf et al. 2006). Additionally, given the role of the frontostriatal pathways in reward processing (Bjork et al. 2004; Ernst et al. 2005) and the importance of prefrontal function, demonstration of the protracted development of fronto-subcortical and cortico-cortical connections into adolescence may reflect a period of particular vulnerability to both the peak in risk-taking behavior during adolescence and the emergence and exacerbation of psychopathology, which is associated with abnormalities in rewards processing and cognitive control (Dahl 2001; Luna and Sweeney 2001; Chambers et al. 2003; Ernst et al. 2006).

While our study provided the sensitivity to identify unique immaturities related to different stages of development, a more extensive characterization of developmental transitions can be further investigated with new and more extensive methods. Similarly, cross-sectional samples can offer important insights into developmental processes in a timely fashion; however, longitudinal approaches allow for the assessment of within-subject change over time that can enhance our ability to identify different profiles of development. Additionally, our studies used a limited number of gradients (6), which have been successfully used in the literature (Schnithorst et al., 2002; Barnea-Goraly et al. 2005). However, recent DTI methods afford a higher number of gradient directions which paired with multiple scans can provide more precise DTI measurements that can increase sensitivity to characterize white matter immaturities (Ashutari et al. 2007; Tamnes et al. 2009).

In summary, our results provide evidence for a qualitatively unique state of white matter maturation in adolescence that is primarily characterized by enhanced connectivity between cortical and subcortical regions known to support top-down executive control of behavior. These developmental changes persisted past pubertal development suggesting possible hormonal associations with white matter structure maturation. Finally, females appeared to reach mature levels earlier than males suggesting different stages of vulnerability that may contribute to sex discrepancies in the emergence of psychopathology.
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